
Jupiter moves from Cancer sign (Kataka Rashi) to Leo sign (Simha Rashi) on

14th July  2015  and  will  remain  there  until  11th August  2016  –  as  per

Thirukanitham calculation. Its effects on individuals an overview.

In our solar system, different planets take different time lines to revolve around

the sun- for example planet Jupiter takes 12 years to complete a cycle and planet

Saturn 30 years. Vedic  Astrology considers the location of the Moon in an

individual’s birth chart and that particular house is called the Rashi. There are

12  zodiac  signs  namely  –  Mesham,  Rishabam,  Mithunam,  Katakam,

Simam,Kanni,Thula, Viruchikam, Dhanus, Makaram, Kumbam and Meenam. 

Planet Jupiter is mostly considered as a benefic and will transform the houses it

aspects. Jupiter aspects 5th, 7th and 9th houses from its position. Jupiter is also

known as the protector... God planet. Today even astronomers agree that Jupiter

is the protector - due to its size and massive gravity this planet pulls mostly all

the space debris like asteroids coming into our solar system from outer space to

itself  and  therby  protecting  our  Earth  from  destruction.  This  is  the  reason

Jupiter’s surface looks dented. 

Dr. PR Sundhar Raja, Astrologer based in Chennai, confirms that Astrologers

before  giving  predictions,  should  study  the  position  of  Jupiter  in  Navamsa,

Bhava chart and the current positions of other major planets like Saturn, Mars,

Sun, Mercury, Venus, etc. into consideration. Also they should take Shad Balas,

considered as 6 pillars of astrology – Sthana bala, Dik bala, Kala bala, Chesta

bala, Naisarga bala and Drik bala – and also look carefully into the Dasa and

Bukthi  (Sub  Dasas)  before  coming  to  the  final  conclusion.  Astrology  &

Numerology  plays  a  significant  role  in  every  one’s  life,  accelerating  thier

success  or  by  reducing  ill-effects.  In  Vedic  astrology  the  transits  of  Planet

Jupiter is given special importance as it  holds all that which we consider as

blessings, Let us see its influence on Mesha rasi.. etc.,etc.,



1. Mesha Rasi (Aries Sign)

People born in the mesha rasi have good mental strength and are focussed in all 
their activities. Since you are ruled by planet Mars, you may look tough from 
outside and have a tendency to help people whom you trust and will love your 
family. You will like travelling, living comfortably and eating good food. Hard 
work will allow you to reach your goal in life.

Planet Jupiter is moving onto your 5th house of Poorva Punya sthanam from 4th 
hse. He is aspecting your rasi by its 9th aspect, so it is good and will bring you 
good positive changes. You are currently under 8th Hse Sani from Nov 2014. 
Last 8 months both Jupiter and Saturn are not in favourable  position. Now 
Jupiter will move to your favourable 5th house, you will see problems will be 
solved and you will also see positive energy flowing in your life.
Jupiter also aspects your 9th & 11th hse these are also considered very auspicious
for business expansion and promotion in employment.
 
The next one year is very good and you will see significant positive results in 
many aspects of your life including health, career, finance and family 
environment but only after an initial hard work.
 

Health
Health will improve and people who are into bad habits – like gambling, 
speculation, alcohol etc., will have a chance to overcome the same 

Family and relationship
Currently your family environment might be unhappy with too many problems. 
Most of them are caused by malefic Saturn. Now you will see great 
improvements and happiness on your family environment. Meeting your close 
family members after a long gap, will make you feel very good. If you have any
problems with your spouse, it will get controlled and you will develop smooth 
relationship with your spouse. People of marriageable age will get married.



2.   Rishaba Rasi (Taurus Sign)

People born in rishaba rasi are generally attractive and have good features. They
are ruled by planet venus and are artistic. They tend to progress more in 
their middle age and like to mingle with friends. 

Planet Jupiter is moving onto your 4th house from its 3rd hse position. This 
position is better and you will see improvements in career and finance. However
your health issues and family environment will see small improvements only 
due to the position of planet Saturn in 7th hse. By wearing suitable gemstones 
and regular food donation, you can achieve success.
Jupiter also aspects your 8th , 10th and 12th hse and therfore results will be mixed.
 

Health
Unfavorable Jupiter placement would have caused severe setback on your 
health. Eventhough Jupiter has moved onto your 4th house, you will feel small 
relief on your health problems. You will have very weak immune system and 
prone to catch any illness very fast.
With Saturn on your 7th house, you will also have to go through lot of mental 
stress, unwanted fear and tension. Make sure you do enough exercise and  
maintain proper diet to maintain your health. Prayers and Meditation will help 
you a lot to get positive energy.

Family, Love and relationship
Your family environment is not looking good with many issues. Both Jupiter 
and Saturn would have caused lot of distress on your relationship. Jupiter 
moving onto your 4th hse can change things for better.  
 



3.   Mithuna Rasi (Gemini Sign)

People born in Mithuna rasi have sharp intellect and have good ideas to make 
money They are also good inventors and have the capacity to solve 
problems.

They are ruled by planet Mercury and are good communicators.
Planet Jupiter is moving onto your 3rd house and it is not going to be a good 
news. However still Sani is in excellent position the malefic effects of Jupiter 
will be controlled very much and you will be able to move up on your life. Until
end of this year, Saturn is fully dominating over Jupiter, hence you will have 
sound health and will make excellent progress on your career and finance. You 
will also get enough support from family environment. 
Jupiter also aspects your 7th , 9th and 11th hse and results will be good.

Health
Since Jupiter is not placed well, you will see some minor problems on health 
and you will develop unwanted fear. But things are under control and you will 
continue to have good health for the rest of the year until May 2016. Until then 
Saturn will protect you and will give you sound health. With the support of 
Saturn, there will not be any surgeries required. Eat good food  and exercise 
regularly to maintain your good health. Prayers and meditation will also make 
you feel much better.
 
 

Family, Love and relationship
Last couple of months should have been good on your family environment. 
There is nothing to be worried with Jupiter moving onto your 3rd house since 
the effects of Jupiter will be very minimal. You will continue to have good time 
with your spouse and other close family members. Married couples will get 
blessed with a baby during this month. You can also plan to go for your dream 
vacation spot. You will regain your social image in this time period with the 
strength of Saturn.
 



4.   Kataka Rasi (Cancer Sign)

People born in kataka rasi are balanced and therefore great leaders. They tend to
work for others welfare, but are also very sensitive. They are ruled by 
Moon and hence face several times ups and downs in life. They should 
take care of their digestive system and regular exercise will certainly help 
them.

Planet Jupiter, in the last one year would have made your life miserable with 
lots of problems on your health, family, career and finance. Some people might 
have gone through legal disputes and issues.
 
Planet Jupiter on your 2nd house will help you to recover your health, career 
and finance. However there will be some small issues and it is because of 
Saturn on your 5th hse. Saturn will reduce your fortune and delay your success 
during this Jupiter transit, but still you will be able move on in your life in this 
Jupiter transit after some struggles.
Jupiter also aspects your 6th,8th and 10th hse and results will be mixed.

Health
Both your body and mind would have got affected adversely in the last one 
year. Now you will recover your health with the positive effects of Jupiter.
 
Since Saturn is currently on your 5th house from Nov 2014, some of you might 
have got addicted to gambling, smoking, drinks or drugs. Those who got 
addicted will come out of it successfully with the help of simple medication. 
Exercise and meditations will definitely make you feel better.
 
 

Family, Love and relationship
Currently your family environment is not very good. Nothing was moving on 
your favor in the last 6 months especially. In worst cases, some of you have 
filed for legal separation or divorce or maintenance cases against your close 
family members. Now the intensity of the problems will go down.
 



5.   Simha Rasi (Leo Sign)

People born in simha rasi are born leaders and are concerned about children, but
generally have less children. They are brave like a lion and seldom back 
down on thier goal. They are ruled by planet sun and tend to have less 
close friends.

Planet Jupiter is moving from your bad 12 hse to 1st hse.  Last one year would 
have given some big problems and now things will slowly turn for better. You 
may expect to see some problems during this Jupiter transit. Since 4th hse Saturn
is also not placed, you are fully being placed under severe testing period.
 
So you need to be focused on prayers and meditation to gain positive energies. 
Jupiter also aspects your 5th, 7th and 9th hse and results will be good.

Health
Saturn on your 4th house for the last couple of months would have given you 
some problems. Both your body and mind would have been effected adversely 
during this period. Have a health check with your doctor and continue with 
regular exercise. You need to have very good diet, exercise and meditation to 
stay positive.
 
 

Family, Love and relationship
Jupiter moving onto your 1st hse, will create mental distress in relationship with 
your spouse and other close family members. If you are newly married in the 
last couple of years, you need to be very careful in relationship and wearing 
suitable gemstones will ceratinly help. This is not a good time for planning for 
baby.



6.   Kanni Rasi (Virgo Sign)

People born in Kanni rasi are good in maths and teaching. They are ruled by 
planet mercury and therefore good business managers. They like to 
complete a job or project in time with others support.

Planet Jupiter is moving from your good 11th house to 12th hse. But Saturn in 3rd

hse is in full force to dominate malefic Jupiter and provide you excellent 
positive results most of the time during this Jupiter transit. Jupiter on your 
12th house only can create more expenses towards property and travel. 
With the strength of Saturn, you will continue to move up on your many 
aspects of your life including health, family, career and finance. 

Jupiter also aspects your 4th , 6th  and 8th hse and results will be mixed.

Health
You will continue to have good health with the strength of Saturn. Keep an eye 
on your food in-take, other than that you will not have any problems on your 
health. Excessive food in-take will make you gain overweight and possibly 
increase your sugar and cholesterol level. Overall this transit will make sure you
enjoy all the comforts in your life.
 

Family, Love and relationship
You would have gained enough positive energies and getting ready to move up 
on your life now. If you are separated from your spouse, you will find a solution
now. Either it can happen through divorce or reunion based on the strength of 
your natal chart. You will have very happy relationship with your spouse. This 
is going to be an excellent time for conjugal bliss and planning for baby. You 
can also plan to go for your dream vacation spot. 



7.   Thula rasi (Libra Sign)

People born in thula rasi are focussed on success, friendly but secretive. They 
are trustworthy and even though they look composed, sometimes they are 
agitated within when things do not go their way. They are artistic and 
attractive, as they come under the influence of planet venus.

Planet Jupiter is moving from your 10th house to 11th house of profit is really a 
very good news for you. You are at the last phase of 7 ½ years sani for this 
transit. The impact of Saturn on your 2nd house would be very less now 
compared to last year. So you will experience many positive changes with the 
strength of Jupiter on 11th hse. You will get enough strength and confidence in 
your mind in the next year compared to the last year.
Jupiter also aspects your 3rd , 5th and 7th hse and results will be mixed. Wearing 
the right gemstone will accelerate your success.

Health
Now you will see positive recovery on health with the strength of Jupiter. 
Things will slowly go positive for you and you will see good changes from 
September 2015 onwards. You will be more active, positive, confident and 
energetic in the coming months for sure. You will have very good health during 
this Jupiter transit. Prayers and meditations will definitely make you feel better.
 
 

Family, Love and relationship
You can now correct the issues which has effected your family problems in the 
last couple of years. Even though you came out of Janma Sani by Nov 2014, 
there is no major planets in good position to support you and fix the problems. 
With the current Jupiter transit, you would start getting great support and future 
is looking very good for you. You will keep building positive energies and you 
would start seeing good changes on your life.
 
Some of you may even face court cases related to issues in the recent past. If 
you have any pending cases, they will come to an end but it may not be 
completely on your favor. In either case, you would find a solution to your 
problems.



8.   Viruchika rasi (Scorpio Sign)

People born in viruchika rasi are intelligent and are ruled by planet mars. They 
sometimes can forsee the future but cannot control the same. They are 
energetic and have selective friends. 

Planet Jupiter is moving out of your 9th hse & entering onto 10th house, which is
not looking good. In the last one year, you have been very much protected from 
the malefic effects of 7 ½  Sani. Now Jupiter is also taking its support away is 
going to create some issues. You have to think and act carefully on important 
issues.
Jupiter also aspects your 2nd , 4th and 6th hse and results will be mixed.

Still you need to be very careful on each and everything you do and stay 
focused with prayers and meditation to gain positive energies. Also wearing a 
suitable gemstone will accelearte and also protect your life.
 

Health
Now both Jupiter and Saturn will create problems for you. Both your body and 
mind will get affected adversely during this period. There is no surprise if you 
develop problems on your head, neck, stomach, gallbladder, arthritis, etc. If you
are having weak natal chart, your mind will also get affected adversely for 
which you may need to seek medical help. If you notice any depression, mood 
swings or mental disorder like OCD (Obsessive compulsive disorder), Phobia, 
etc, then check with your doctor immediately. Good prayers and meditation will
give you enough positive energies otherwise tolerance is the only medicine.
 
 

Family, Love and relationship
You would have come up and fixed many family problems in the last one year 
with the positive energies from Jupiter. Since you are losing Jupiter aspect, the 
malefic Saturn energies will start dominating more. If you have to go through 
any temporary separation, avoid having any mediators to talk since they will 
mess it up. If you are newly married in the last couple of years, you need to be 
very careful with your spouse and arguments.



9.   Dhanus rasi (Sagittarius Sign)

People born in Dhanus rasi are born to win. They excell in games and other 
atheletic events. They have very good intution and come under the 
influence of planet Jupiter. You will not only be successful, but are also 
king makers.

Planet Jupiter on your 8th hse, so far would have given enough painful incidents 
for you. Now Jupiter is moving onto your 9th house is going to be very good 
news for you. You may expect to see great relief and positive changes on many 
aspects of your life including health, family, career and finance. The start of 7 
1/2 years Sani might delay your success only if you are running weak maha 
dasa. Otherwise you will see great fortunes with Jupiter on your 9th house. The 
only thing you have to keep in mind is, the positive results will not get delivered
to you smoothly since Jupiter has to fight with Saturn and then deliver the good 
results.
Jupiter also aspects your 3rd and 5th hse and results will be mixed.

Health
Jupiter on your 8th house would have created lot of health problems, but mainly
denotes excessive mental stress and depression. Now you will see great 
recovery on your health. Some of you might have got addicted to gambling, 
smoking, drinks or drugs. Those who got addicted will come out of it 
successfully with the help of simple medication. Keep very good diet and 
exercise to maintain your sound health. 
 

Family, Love and relationship
Jupiter on 8th house would have given you lot of bitter pills to collapse your 
family environment and good relationship with your spouse and other close 
family members. If you are newly married couples, then it would have even 
created temporary separation in some worst cases. Now you are in safe hands, 
Jupiter on your 9th house will clearly protect your married life and will bring 
back things to normal with your spouse and other close family members.
 



10. Makara rasi (Capricorn Sign) 

People born in makara rasi will achieve success after initial struggle, They are 
dependable and focussed on the job or business in hand. Progress comes to
these people only after marriage and getting children.

 
Planet Jupiter is moving onto your 8th house from 7th hse. There is no doubt that
Jupiter on 8th house is capable of creating damages to any extreme. But you are 
fully secured this time from 8th house Jupiter because of Saturn, it is fully 
dominating over Jupiter from its 11th hse. Jupiter cannot win by fighting with 
Saturn. 
Jupiter also aspects your 2nd , 4th and 12th hse and results will be mixed.

Health
Jupiter on 8th house is capable of creating excessive mental stress. Even though 
your physical body is strong enough, you will have problems on your mind with
unwanted fear and tension. The intensity of your problems will be very less 
since your rasi lord Sani is in excellent position. Keep good diet and exercise to 
maintain your body. Do yoga and prayers to gain enough strength on your mind.
Avoid drinking, smoking and gambling. Watch out your friend circle since 
health problems are likely from this channel also.
 
 

Family, Love and relationship
Last couple of months should have been good on your family environment. 
Jupiter on 8th house can create problems on your relationship, especially with 
your spouse. The good news is the intensity of the problems will be very less. 
Saturn will protect you from the malefic effects of Jupiter in the transit. You 
will continue to have good relationship with your spouse and other close family 
members. You can also plan to go for your dream vacation spot. You will regain
your social image in this time period with the strength of Saturn.



11. Kumba rasi (Aquarius Sign)

People born in kumba rasi are hard working individuals, who work for others 
welfare. They may face sudden unexpected changes very often in their life 
and hence should keep themselves rooted with healthy habits and good 
friends.

Good news ! Planet Jupiter moves to 7th hse from 6th hse and is good for you. 
Last one year would have made your life miserable, with many problems on 
your health, family, career and finance. Now Jupiter moving onto your 7th 
house will fix the problems you are currently facing now. Financially it is going
to be very good time. You will also see growth and success in many aspects of 
your life. Going forward, you will start gaining positive energies with the 
strength of Jupiter.
 Jupiter also aspects your 3rd and 11th hse and the results will be mixed.

Health
Your health would have suffered a lot with Jupiter on your 6th house. It would 
have given you complicated health problems. Now you will get the correct 
medication and your health problems will get fixed. You will keep developing 
positive energies on both your body and mind. Since Saturn is aspecting your 
12th house, you may experience disturbed sleep and mental stress. Keep very 
good diet and exercise to maintain your sound health. Prayers and meditations 
will definitely make you feel better.
 
 

Family, Love and relationship
You might have had severe conflicts and fights with spouse or in-laws in the 
recent months. Now the intensity of the problems will keep going down and you
will start fixing the problems. You will develop smooth relationship with your 
spouse and other close family members. You will also regain your name and 
fame in the society.



12. Meena rasi (Pisces Sign)

People born with meena rasi are very sensitive and would like to do good to 
people. They are interested to learn almost every subject and will sacrifice 
a lot for their family and friends. They also like to be independant within 
thier limit.

Planet Jupiter is moving from your 5th house onto 6th house. Jupiter had been 
providing you excellent results in the past one year. Now Jupiter is taking away 
its support and getting ready to create some problems on your health, family, 
career and finance. Still the position of Saturn is looking somewhat good, 
nothing to be feared. People around you will be jealous of your growth in the 
past and they will start creating problems for you!
Jupiter also aspects your 2nd , 10th and 12th hse, hence the results will be mixed.
 

Health
Jupiter on your 6th house can create weak immune system and you have to take 
care of your health. Avoid smoking and drinking alcoholic beverages, since it 
can make your situation much worse. You will also have to go through many 
sleepless nights because of politics at your family and office environment that 
can drain out your energy level very fast.
 
 

Family, Love and relationship
Jupiter on your 6th house can create hot arguments with your spouse. You may 
also get into having fights with your in-laws, that can affect your happiness in 
family environment. You need to have lot of soft skills to handle these 
problems. 
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